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The Blue Bracelets 
 

 
 

By Denise Yezbak Moore 
featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

available exclusively at  
www.Halcraftcollection.com 
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Materials:  
01     Bead Gallery® CZ rhodium blue topaz connector (13405) 
16     Bead Gallery® blue druzy agate 10mm rounds (12733) 
26     Bead Gallery® blue iris coated quartz nuggets (15146) 
28     Bead Gallery® dark blue Czech fire polished 7mm round (15331) 
04     Bead Gallery® blue small tassels (14670) 
18     Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished 8mm dark sapphire (16058) 
01     Bead Gallery® dark blue glass connector rectangle (13727) 
14”   Bead Gallery® blue glass seed beads (10207) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver-plated star charm (13939) 
01     Bead Gallery® cubic zirconia rhinestone round charm (13693) 
60”   Stretch .5mm beading cord 

 
Tools:  
Beadalon® wire nippers  
Super glue 
Bead Bugs® 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – Less than 20 minutes per bracelet 
 
Tip: Stretch cord before stringing your beads.  This will help maintain the shape 
of your bracelet. Be sure to measure your wrist to insure a proper fit. A great 
alternative to the overhand knot is the surgeon’s knot. Be sure to measure your 
wrist and add or subtract beads as needed. 
 
 
 
Druzy Connector Bracelet         
Instructions:  
1. Cut 14” of stretch cord. 
2. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
3. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
4. String 16 druzy round beads. 
5. String left side of connector, pass cord back through 10 beads and attach 

Bead Bug. 
6. Removed Bead Bug from other side of strand.  
7. String right side of connector, pass cord back through 6 beads. 
8. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an  

overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot  
and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

9. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
  
 Blue Iris Quartz Nugget Bracelet 
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Instructions:  
10. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
11. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
12. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
13. String 26 blue iris quartz beads. 
14. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an 

 overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot  
 and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

15. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 
 Blue Tassel Bracelet 

Instructions:  
16. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
17. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
18. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
19. String (Czech, tassel) repeat 3 times, 25 Czech beads. 
20. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an  

overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot 
and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

21. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 
 Blue Glass Connector Bracelet 

Instructions:  
22. Cut 14” of stretch cord. 
23. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
24. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
25. String 18 Czech blue beads. 
26. String left side of connector, pass cord back through 10 beads and attach 

Bead Bug. 
27. Removed Bead Bug from other side of strand.  
28. String right side of connector, pass cord back through 8 beads. 
29. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an  

overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot  
and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

30. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 
 Seed Bead Star Bracelet 

Instructions:  
31. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
32. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
33. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
34. String 7” of blue seeds beads. 
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35. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an  
overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot  
and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

36. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
37. Using jump ring, attach star charm. 

 
          Cubic Zirconia Round Charm Bracelet 

Instructions:  
38. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
39. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
40. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
41. String 7” blue seed beads. 
42. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together and form an  

overhand knot.  Pull tight.  Make a second overhand knot  
and put a drop of glue between knots.  Pull tight.   

43. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
44. Remove bale from pendant. 
45. Using jump ring, attach cubic zirconia charm.  

 
  
 


